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System 

Tested with Wordpress 3.1x (should be working with Wordpress Version 2.2 and above as well) / PHP 4.3 and above 

Installation 

When updating from version 1.0. deactivate the old version first. If you have changed the CSS earlier, please review 

chapter “Stylesheet Changes” of this manual for editing your CSS because of some changes in names.  

When downloading save the content locally. Extract the files into your plugin directory (should be /wp-

content/plugins). Enable the Plugin and configure it in the Widget Area! 

You can install it using the Plugin Installation feature in WP as well! It’s your choice. 
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Version History 

 

v 1.0 Initial Version 

v 1.1 Changes: 

 * Additional languages (French / Italian / Polish / Spanish 

* “Auto”-Language detection and output 

* Multiple installation – widget can now be installed up to three times 

* Output of system status in widget panel 

* Minor Bug fixes (broken links / image location finder / wrong picture …) 

 

Features 

 

• Supports( and gets the weather) for nearly any location in the world 

• Customizable Layout 

o Current Weather 

o Day Forecast 

o Three Day Forecast 

• Detailed information on Mouse Over 

• Optional Sun- and Moon Info text 

• French, English, German, Italian, Polish and         

…………..Spanish  language 

• Automatic language output 

• Supports Imperial and Metric Units 

• Many options for smooth integration in   

 themes 

• Multiple Installation 

• Use of own images  
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Font-Family: (Theme) 

Clour: Sienna 

Background: Cornsilk 

Comic Sans MS 

Aliceblue 

Chocolate 

(Theme) 

Midnightblue 

Snow 

 

Configuration 

 

To configure and set the widget log into your Wordpress Blog, just drag the widget into the widget area and open 

the configuration panel. This will show the following by default. 
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Location 

 

You can choose – this is optional – a “title” for your weather-widget .  Not optional, of course, is the setting of the 

location of that you like to show the weather in your Wordpress blog. This can be nearly any town in the world. 

There are two ways, to get the necessary location code: At www.weather.com, where you have to enter the town / 

area into the weather-search box. After selecting it and getting the weather at that site, you simply have to look out 

for an 8-digit code in the URL. It’s even simpler to get it by clicking the link next to “Location” in the panel (www.go-

gadget-blog.com) .  You will be directed to a search engine, where you simply enter the name of the town / area you 

are looking for. The location code will be shown immediately. 

 

Technical Settings 

 

After installation the widget starts with my personal Partner ID and License Key. I’d kindly ask you to get you own ID 

and key at weather.com.  It’s free of charge and just takes two minutes to proceed until you get it per mail. The 

necessary link is shown on the weather.com link on top of the panel, in case you haven’t changed it yet. 

If you like to create and use your own weather images, feel free to use them! You can set a Link to them. Please 

assure that you provide small (31x31px), medium (61x61px) and large icons (93x93px) same named and folder 

organized as the images in the default directory. 

The cache time is set to 3600 seconds by default. The weather doesn’t change every minute. So to avoid huge loads 

of traffic, weather.com is asking kindly to reload the data from their servers not too frequently.  Nevertheless, you 

can change the value set here to any number you like! 

The server which hosts your Wordpress blog might not be in the same time zone as your chosen location.  In that 

case, the Sun- and Moontext (which shows the time till Sunset and Sunrise) won’t be correct. You can use “Server 

time Synchronization” to synch the Server time with the local time of your location than. Just enter a number 

between -24 and 24 hours to correct this! 

You see, the technical settings aren’t so hard to do. Nevertheless, the Layout setting is a little bit more tedious. 

 

Status 

 

This section of the Widget panel provides you with additional information about the technical status and helps you 

and me to identify errors. For example information about a broken connection to the Weather.Com Server is shown 

here as well as the input of a wrong license key! 

 

In case you face some problems with the Weather Widget and look for some help at www.go-gadget-blog.com 

please send the information about your system as well. This is shown just after the connection message and helps 
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me to identify the failure faster. If there are any further bugs or incompatibilities with Word Press, MySQL or PHP 

versions this information is very helpful to find out! 

Layout Settings 

 

You can choose between a small / a medium and a large Layout.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

The small layout shows the current conditions.  If you place your mouse pointer over the image detailed conditions 

will be shown. You’ll be informed about the atmospheric pressure together with its tendencies. You’ll get the wind 

speed, wind gusts and wind directions as well as the actual UV-index and the humidity. If you set the Sun-/Moontext 

option to yes, you will get information about the current day length together with the actual time for sunset and 

sunrise of the chosen location. If you like it, you can read about the actual moon phase as well. 

The same information about the current weather will be given, if you’ll choose the medium layout. Additionally 

you’ll receive a brief Forecast for the rest of the day and the following night. If the nigh is yet to come, you’ll just 

receive a forecast for the night. If you point over the pic with your mouse, the brief forecasts will be shown.  

Please note: If the „Today“ text appears to be set too low, you might like to correct this by some settings in your stylesheet. Please refer to the 

last paragraph in chapter „Changes in the Stylesheet”.  

The large layout contains all of the above and is providing a forecast for the next three days and nights. You’ll have it 

guessed for sure; the shown temperatures are the estimated highs and lows of the given day!  

The language can be switched between the following: 

 

If you select “auto” the widget will “calculate” the language output following this scheme: 

If installed on a  multilanguage site, the language will be calculated by the redirection URI. E.g. a site using WPML 

redirects to German using “/?lang=de” in the URI will  set German as the output language. /?lang=it will have Italian 

and /?lang=ru would select Russia. Because there isn’t a Russian translation build in the widget ☺ … the language 

will then switch to the selected language from the pull down menu. 
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In any other case the language will be chosen by analysing the language settings of the browser. So if you a browser 

is set to Polish as the main language, the Widget will show up in a Polish version. Of course! If the Browser has an 

unknown favourite language, the widget will show up in English again, as this is set as the default language. 

If you are more familiar with the imperial units, you can switch from metrics to imperial as well. 

The following units will be used: 

 
Metric Imperial 

Temperature °C (Celsius) °F (Fahrenheit) 

Speed Km/h (kilometre per hour) Mph (miles per hour) 

Pressure mb (millibar) inHG (inches of mercury) 

 

If you like the information of sun and moon please make certain that the Sun-/Moontext option is set to “yes”! 

 

The widget will use the font that comes with your themes. Maybe you like to use another font in the weather 

widget? You can choose one from those listed in the Font-Family option.  

If you like to change the font-colour, you can do it as well. Please enter a name for the colour like “black”, “green”, 

“silver”. If you don’t like those standards, you can also try “hotpink” or “honeydew”. You can also enter the 

hexadecimal code for the colour beginning with #.   

Follow that links to get more information about the colours you can choose from: 

http://de.selfhtml.org/diverses/anzeige/farbnamen_16.htm 

http://de.selfhtml.org/diverses/anzeige/farbnamen_netscape.htm 

With the three Font Size options, you can customize the text sizes in the widget. The main setting of each font-size 

is a result of your “Theme” and set in the Themes stylesheet. To avoid complications when changing your stylesheet 

you can change them here, if you want to, or if you have to. 

It’s not unlikely, that my personal favourite settings (see the defaults) are looking too small or too big in your blog. 

So - most probably - you have to do some experiments with this setting, to find your personal and best solution. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Font Size L 

Font Size M 

Font Size S 
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If you like to choose a different  background colour or like a line separating  the widget from other widgets or 

content you should try the options “Line” and “Background Colour”. Choose “yes” to add a line at the beginning and 

the ending of the widget and choose a colour (same regulations as for “Font Colour” above!) and see if this will have 

effect or not. If it does: Superb!  If not – you must read further on and study the chapter of STYLESHEET settings. 

The last Layout option “Link to weather.com” describes itself. For reason of licensing, you are kindly asked to keep 

it “yes”.   

 

Multiple installation 

 

If you like to provide the weather of more than one location or in several languages, you can install the widget up to 

three times. To enable this feature please open your “plugin” directory and choose the folder “weather-and-

weather-forecast-widget”. There you will find files “weather_widget_2.phpx” and “weather_widget_3.phpx”. Just 

rename them to  “weather_widget_2.php” and “weather_widget_3.php”. Afterwards activate them at the “Plugin” 

site of your Word Press installation and configure them as you like!   

Those new “installation” must be configured separately and independent from each other. So if you have add some 

additional code to your style sheet for your “main” widget, you should add the same code to it again! Just replace 

“.GG_func_widget_weather_and_weather_forecast” with “.GG_func2_widget_weather_and_weather_forecast” 

and/or “.GG_func3_widget_weather_and_weather_forecast” in your copies! 

 

Stylesheet Changes 

 

I tried to program this widget with the very least need to change settings in your Theme stylesheet. But it is possible 

and likely, that your stylesheet objects against the widget settings, if the last settings didn’t show any change. From 

my experience some themes prevent a proper and neat appearance as well, which can easily be handled with some 

additional code. 

In this case you have to do some changes in your themes stylesheet. 

If you are familiar with it, it shouldn’t be a problem for you. If not here is my help and advice 

 

Go to “Appearance->Editor” in the Admin Area of your blog. Choose the Theme you would like to change from the 

List box right in the top (it already should show your actual theme).  Choose your Style sheet (mostly style.css) in the 

bottom area.  
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The style sheet will be opened in the main window and can be edited just afterwards. 

The reason that changes of “Background-Colour” and/or “Line” didn’t show any effect is that there are some settings 

in the stylesheet, which have a “higher ranking” than ours. The Solution: We have to add some little source code to 

the stlyesheet and save the data afterwards.  So scroll to the very bottom of Style.CSS, just insert some blank lines 

and copy some of the following code into it. Don’t forget to “save” afterwards! 

 

Problem:  The “Background Colour” isn’t shown 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Replace 

“THE_COLOUR_OF_YOUR_CHOICE” with the colour you like (same options as Font Colour above, please notice that 

you must control the background colour by this setting here. An additional entry in the “Background Colour” box will 

have no effect) 

 

Problem: The “Additional line” isn’t shown  

 

Please don’t forget  to set “Line” to “yes”! 

 

 

 

.GG_func_widget_weather_and_weather_forecast hr { 

display: block; 

} 

 

.GG_func_widget_weather_and_weather_forecast table{ 

background: THE_COLOUR_OF_YOUR_CHOICE; 

} 
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Problem: Vertical alignment  

 

There are some Themes, which obviously prefer vertical alignment set to “baseline”. If your Theme follows this, 

the “Today” string in the medium and large layout will not have a proper alignment. If you like to change this as well, 

you have to add the following code to your stylesheet: 

 

 

 

 

 

Global Settings 

 

I’ve made good experiences with these settings. You might like to try them? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Further questions? Want to donate? Go to www.go-gadget-blog.com 

If you’ve got further questions, something to worry about, want to be informed about updates - or simply like to 

donate - please visit my site:  www.go-gadget-blog.com 

.GG_func_widget_weather_and_weather_forecast tr td{ 

 text-align:center; 

 vertical-align:top; 

} 

 

.GG_func_widget_weather_and_weather_forecast img { 

padding: 0;  

margin: 0; 

} 

.GG_func_widget_weather_and_weather_forecast table { 

border:0; 

margin:0; 

padding:0; 

border-collapse:collapse; 

} 

.GG_func_widget_weather_and_weather_forecast hr { 

   display: block; 

} 

.GG_func_widget_weather_and_weather_forecast tr td{ 

text-align:center; 

vertical-align:top; 

margin:0; 

margin-bottom:0; 

width:0%; 

height:0%; 

padding:0; 

border:0; 

border-collapse:collapse; 

} 


